Communication reliability improving is one of most important research requirements in cognitive networks, as 5G communications technology rapidly develop nowadays. In this paper, we propose generalized optimal cloud-based region relays subsets paring model in underlay dual-hop cognitive networks, this unified model reveals three relays nodes characteristics of cloud-based cooperative networks in the nearby area-A subset, only needs receiving for first hop, B subset, just receive and forward, C subset, only forwarding. In addition, this generalized model can be converted into various classical relay selection algorithms when A, B and C subsets are taken as special selection values [Table II ]. Furthermore, we put forward optimal relays subsets pairings and replacement algorithm flowchart to improve minimum outage probability (OP) for communication reliability, and prove that optimal relays subsets pairings (A, B, C) will better guarantee reliability of communication, comparing other popular relays selection schemes.
in cloud), proposed relays cloud are multiple relays arrangement that are selected as the result of relays nodes paring and replacement in the nearby area. Besides cloud servers are located in the center position of cloud-based networks, in order to reduce time-delay feedback between relays nodes and cloud servers. It can be concluded that taking into consider relays subset selection in specific region to optimized and sub-optimized communication transmission, is more effective than single or multiple relays selection in realistic cooperative networks. In this paper, OP of optimization relays subsets selection are calculated in cloud-based region, and performance of proposed algorithms are compared to other classical selection methods.
·Generalized two-way cloud-based region optimal relays nodes subsets selection algorithm is proposed to solve problem 2. Unified two-way selection models have been presented and each hop is respectively optimized. The general models can be converted into all sorts of conventional relays selection algorithms, when A, B, C subsets are taken as special values [Table II ]. Consequently, proposed models will replace classical selection models discussed above for relays selection in certain region. On the other hand, relays subsets pairings with each optimum hop are chosen under constraints of total signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR) of relays nodes.
·Features of A, B, C subsets are revealed and optimal relays subsets parings are obtained for problems 1-3. Like Fig.1 in [20] , [26] , [27] and [51] , it is concluded that maybe there are many pairings with different numbers of relays to achieve same OP under equal SINR constraints. Optimal relays subsets parings have been proved existence, and algorithm flow of subsets selection and relays replacement in each subset are presented to search optimal A, B, C subsets infinitely. Furthermore, the proposed cloud-based region relays subsets pairings method has greatly reduced computation complexity of searching, and creatively solves the problem that close form expressions are hard to obtain with ideology of subsets match. Simulations show that performance of optimum subsets has far exceeded than other classical schemes.
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We consider underlay cognitive radios in dual-hop cooperative cognitive networks, as shown in 
The distances are far longer for 
> REPLACE THIS LINE WITH YOUR PAPER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (DOUBLE-CLICK HERE TO EDIT) < We assume signal of S T is x s , signal of P T is x p , ST P is maximum transmission power of S T , PT P is maximum transmission power of P T , R n is additive white Gaussian noise of relay, then received signal of i R is given by
When relays receive feedback of cloud servers, we assume for relay R j , 
Hence, with optimized subsets 
This moment * B only send signal to secondary destination, we assume PDF`j R of is 2 ( ) to have better communications performance [7] , [17] - [19] .
Proposed regional relays subsets pairings selection algorithm will no longer subject to 1
SUT
Relay SUD PUR ||h1|| ||h2|| Proof: For proposed two-way optimization for relays subsets pairings selection algorithm, we minimize OP as
Computing OP as
By considering Lemma1-Lemma3, we obtain
In (14), we find 
, with the aid of (1), comparing to conditional relays with receiving and forward, in (14) OP will be reduced as 
IV. OPTIMAL SUBSETS REPLACEMENT AND PAIRINGS
Then selecting same number of relays from each section to form a subset, and number of each section is defined as 
( ) K ≥ , in addition, SINR of relays should satisfy ( 1) ( 1)
Proof: On account of discussions of sections partition above, as higher SINR is corresponding to lower OP, under constraints of total SINR for Proof: Firstly, we determine priority of B and C, in (45) and (54) 
And with (8) and (11) in Lemma 3
Furthermore, with the aid of (15) and (16) in Lemma 4, we obtain
Therefore, B should satisfy
It is noteworthy that for second hop
Hence for Fig.7 , when searching finite optimal subsets B * +C * , we get 
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND SIMULATIONS
In this section, we compare proposed generalized optimal cloud-based region two-way subsets pairing algorithm with other classical relays selection methods, shown as (5), (8) and (11), we obtain * * * * * * 1 1 1
Furthermore, with the help of (6), we get OP is belong to closer number sections, and relays with different SINR in same sections also lead to OP variation apparently, hence, it is concluded that sections should be divided on the basis of SINR of selected relays and fading coefficients for each hop and relays quantities are not too great. should be proportional to number of corresponding sections, and lower SINR is corresponding to smaller relays numbers, larger SINR is corresponding to larger relays numbers. larger relays number will be better than other cases, and larger numbers of relays in B * also have more important influence than A * . It is concluded that for optimal two-hop relays communications, we should pay more attention to allocate relays with higher SINR in B * , and more rational SINR Furthermore, we compare proposed generalized optimal two-way relays pairing algorithm with conventional selection schemes, we could find proposed algorithm has 2-6 higher orders of magnitude than other schemes, because we consider realizing optimal and multiple relays pairing more reasonably with cloud-based servers, on the basis of optimization with two-hop selection respectively. We also reveal that for relays that send signals to cloud-server in cloud-based region, the problem that only receiving data, only forwarding data (after receiving feedback signal from cloud-servers), or receiving and forwarding data can be solved in cloud-based servers, in order to Last, we compare computation complexity versus number of relays between proposed algorithm and relays subsets selection. According to performance analysis of computation complexity in (39) and (40), we find computation complexity is excessively lower than other relays selection scheme, and as N increases, computation complexity becomes saturated. In this paper, aiming at problem that how to improve communication reliability in 5G cognitive networks, owing to classical selection algorithms are not optimum as huge differences of SINR or SNR of multiple relays in various communications scenarios. We propose generalized cloud-based region relays subsets pairing and replacement algorithm which can be converted into classical relays selection schemes, when it is set to be special values. Furthermore, we reveal relays have A, B and C characteristics in cooperative communications. In addition, simulation prove that proposed algorithm has prominent and better OP than classical selection methods, and it has lower complexity than other subsets selection method.
In general, it is concluded that proposed algorithm not only extremely releases arrangement limitations of primary users in underlay scene, but also considers improving communication 
For R i , we assume threshold of SINR is 0 δ , hence OP of first hop is given by 
with (48) and (49), (47) is derived as
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